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Dear reader, 
 
As we step into 2023, we reflect on the challenges and triumphs of the preceding year. Much like 2022 and its predecessor, 
2021, the past year presented formidable obstacles. The aftermath of the global pandemic persisted, compounded by an 
energy crisis and a prolonged political struggle in North Macedonia, necessitating concerted efforts to restore democratic 
principles and values. The emergence of a multipolar world is causing significant disruptions to the global economy, trade, 
and inflation, leading to heightened geopolitical instability and conflicts. This underscores the urgent need for increased 
coordination and cooperation, emphasizing unity over fragmentation within international institutions.  
 
Our mission is to provide comprehensive insights into the risks inherent in the Macedonian economy. We place particular 
emphasis on the risks to public finances, recognizing their heightened intensity and likelihood of occurrence over an ex-
tended period spanning multiple Macedonian public institutions. 
 
Throughout the past year, CEA has been addressing crucial issues and fostering collaboration in the region. Our dedication 
is evident in diligently raising awareness for public participation, enhancing public sector efficiency, and contributing to 
the development of a more competent civil society. We have also actively promoted a competitive business environment. 
Motivated by challenges like air pollution, limited water and waste management, unregulated construction, and other 
environmental concerns, we have embarked on new initiatives. This includes green transition research, emphasizing re-
gional and international cooperation for a macro-regional approach. In these efforts, our goal is to provide valuable eco-
nomic analyses and empirical research, contributing to environmental protection and facilitating a smooth transition to-
ward sustainability.  
 
Looking ahead to 2024, CEA remains steadfast in its commitment to scrutinize government policies and stimulate in-
formed debates through rigorous research and analysis on crucial developmental issues. Our focus will be on promoting 
the green transition, addressing socio-economic challenges, and advocating for more efficient and effective public finance. 
 
We invite you to look through the palette of our work in the past year. 
CEA Team 

Achievements & challenges in 2023: 
Initiating dialogue on key economic topics and 

policies. 

Initiating dialogue on key economic topics and 
policies. 

Enhancing fiscal transparency and accountability 
nationally and locally. 

Promoting tax responsibility and morale in North 
Macedonia. 

Delivering high-quality analyses for improved 
public policies and governance. 

Contributing to green transition research for a 
sustainable paradigm in North Macedonia and the 
wider Western Balkans region. 

Addressing neglected border region dimensions, 
fostering ties between North Macedonia and Bul-
garia. 

Fostering regional cooperation within the Open 
Balkan Initiative, emphasizing mutual  solidarity. 

Highlights from  2023: 

 Improving fiscal transparency and accountability nationally 
and locally.  

 Building tax morale by motivating and promoting active 
and responsible citizenship and accountable local govern-
ments.  

 Identifying shortcomings in institutions overseeing environ-
mental entities, advocating for heightened accountability.  

 Creating an enabling environment for the green transition 
through discussions and meetings with environmental 
stakeholders.  

 Tackling overlooked aspects in border regions and 
strengthening connections between North Macedonia and 
Bulgaria.  

 Projecting potential macro-effects from EU Cohesion Poli-
cies for North Macedonia . 

 Building regional and international partnerships . 
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 Good Governance & Public Finance 

Partnering in USAID’s – STRENGTHENING RESOURCE 
MOBILIZATION ACTIVITY  

USAID’s Strengthening Resource Mobilization Activity is a 5-year 
project, assisting North Macedonia’s municipalities to raise and 
independently manage the resources necessary to fund services 
demanded by its citizens. 
CEA as one of the implementing partners led by DT Global contributing 
to the Project: Strengthening Resource Mobilization Activity. The pro-
ject goals are to build the capacity of North Macedonia’s subnational 
governments to generate, access, and effectively manage revenues to 
fund services and programs benefiting their citizens, by  
 

1) enhanced quality of municipal tax and fee collection systems; 
2) increased municipal capacity to access external resources from the 
national government, international organizations, capital markets, and 
banks; 
3) improved the ability of municipalities to plan, manage, and imple-
ment public sector revenues in compliance with national regulations; 
4) advancing the decentralization process.  
 

The project is designed to collaborate directly with all 81 municipalities 
to build capacity and improve local government functions to bring 
greater accountability and decision-making responsibilities closer to 
citizens. Up until 2022, 39 partner municipalities received support  
where CEA contributed with its expertise, futhermor another three 
LSGUs received full gudied support in implementing tax behaviour 
assesments for propery tax collection enhancement.  
 

Check the  full report: Assessment of the  efficiency of the current sys-
tem for administering property tax.  
 

More details and activities within the project can be found here.  

https://cea.org.mk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/0.-FINAL-FINAL-Report-D-8-SRMA-CEA-Property-Tax-10.03.pdf
https://cea.org.mk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/0.-FINAL-FINAL-Report-D-8-SRMA-CEA-Property-Tax-10.03.pdf
https://cea.org.mk/proekt-za-zajaknuvane-na-kapatsitetite-za-iskoristuvane-na-resursite/
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PROJECT: ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES IN THE NEAR BORDER REGIONS OF NORTH MACE-
DONIA WITH BULGARIA: A NEGLECTED DIMENSION 

CEA has been implementing the project in the near border region between North Macedonia and Bulgaria 
with the goal to promote socio-economic cohesion, work with young people, strengthening good neighborly 
relations, regional stability and mutual cooperation.  
 

The specific objectives included: Building the research capacities of young people; Mobilizing an evidence-
based debate on economic activities in the border micro region Berovo, Pehchevo and Delchevo; Raising 
awareness of the need for a better infrastructure connection between North Macedonia and Bulgaria. 
Target group: local population of Berovo, Pehchevo and Delchevo; state and local municipal administration of 
the three municipalities, with the greatest possible coverage of people for distributing the results of the im-
plemented project. 
 

By focusing on building the research capacities of young people, we aimed to not only empower the future 
workforce but also contribute to the long-term sustainability of the region. The initiation of an evidence-based 
debate on economic activities in the Delčevo, Pehčevo, and Berovo border region reflects our commitment to 
fostering informed decision-making and sustainable development practices.  
 

CEA has produced three detailed quarterly survey reports  on the status of the economic activities in the micro
-region available on: 
NORTH MACEDONIA NEAR BORDER ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES WITH BULGARIA —Survey results from October 2023  
NORTH MACEDONIA NEAR BORDER ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES WITH BULGARIA—Survey results from  July 2023  
NORTH MACEDONIA NEAR BORDER ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES WITH BULGARIA  —Survey results from May 2023  

 

IGCOORD: Action CA20123 

CEA, via its staff is a member of the COST Action CA20123 “Intergovernmental Coordination from Local to Eu-
ropean Governance” (IGCOORD). IGCOORD aims at connecting different strands of research to provide sys-
tematic and comparable insights in the institutions, mechanisms and processes of intergovernmental coordi-
nation in the horizontal and in the vertical direction, across levels of government, policy sectors and territorial 
units.  
 

CEA participated and presented a research on the Impact of Behavior Nudges for Tax among the Municipali-
ties in the Republic of North Macedonia, on the International Belgrade Contemporary Financial Management 
Conference.  The  article was published in the book of Conference proceedings available here. 
 

CEA has also published titled: Uneven development and demographic (dis) opportunities design fiscal decen-
tralization in the Western Balkans. 

https://cea.org.mk/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/1-CEA-Report-November-2023_1-ENG-FINAL_PDF-1_compressed.pdf
https://cea.org.mk/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/CEA-Report-August-2023_-ENG-verzija-PDF.pdf
https://cea.org.mk/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/CEA-_-ENG_1.pdf
https://www.cost.eu/actions/CA20123/
https://igcoord.eu/
https://cfmc.fon.bg.ac.rs/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/S.-Benkovic-V.-Dmitrovic-M.-Milosavljevic_Contemporary-Financial-Manag....pdf
https://cea.org.mk/neramnomerniot-razvoj-i-demografskite-ne-priliki-ja-dizajniraat-fiskalnata-detsentralizatsijata-vo-zapaden-balkan/?fbclid=IwAR3rId5rBRienru4URItxQhdPLJnKyfiMeMNEipKX8qRfP2nPyjeTer8uEs
https://cea.org.mk/neramnomerniot-razvoj-i-demografskite-ne-priliki-ja-dizajniraat-fiskalnata-detsentralizatsijata-vo-zapaden-balkan/?fbclid=IwAR3rId5rBRienru4URItxQhdPLJnKyfiMeMNEipKX8qRfP2nPyjeTer8uEs
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Tax Transparency of the LSGUs in North Macedonia 

In 2021, CEA developed a methodology for LSGUs’ tax transparency index 
and started the monitoring. Tax transparency or the availability of infor-
mation related to the taxation process, local tax collection and tax spending 
is part of the fiscal transparency and accountability of local governments. 
The latest monitoring report on the tax transparency among the LSGUs in 
North Macedonia for 2022/2023 shows an improvement, but at the same 
time a considerable space for further improvement in regular and complete 
disclosure and availability of local tax related data and documents. 

Why improved fiscal transparency? 

Fiscal transparency especially among developing and emerging economies could make civil society 
groups more efficient and bring positive development results.  

Budgets are the most powerful tool to meet the needs and priorities of the state and its citizens.  

Open Budget Survey 

CEA continues to be a partner with the world renowned International Budg-
et Partnership-IBP in the process of implementing the Open Budget Survey 
for Macedonia. In that line, CEA monitored the government openness for the 
2021.  According to the most recent OBI report  by the International Budget 
Partnership, the general conclusion is that North Macedonia has decreased 
the availability of budget information by: Failing to publish the Pre-Budget 
Statement online in a timely manner and has failed to prepare mid-year re-
port. Read more here.  

Budget Transparency of the LSGUs in North Macedonia 

Fiscal transparency on a local level is as important as it is at the national level. 
CEA  monitors and produces the index of budget transparency on a local level 
for over a decade. The overall conclusion for the most recent ranking is that 
the LSGU continue to improve their fiscal transparency with enhanced availa-
bility of the budget documents for  2022-2023. (full data ranking and compari-
son with past periods  can be accessed here 2014-2015; 2016-2017; 2017-2018; 
2019-2020; 2020-2021; 2021-2022) 
In an era of digitalization and openness as well as the opportunities offered 
by modern technology, the availability of documents including budget infor-
mation needs to be easy and timely, in order to fulfill the right of citizens to 
receive relevant information. So one of the most relevant indicators of fiscal 
transparency of municipalities is the availability of budget documents on 
their official websites as most accessible platforms. 

Municipal Fiscal Transparency  2022/2023 
This year as every year in the past decade, CEA prepared a detail analysis on 
the fiscal transparency in North Macedonia with special focus on budget and 
tax transparency. The report and rankings of all LSGUs, can be found here. 

https://cea.org.mk/tsea-indeks-na-budhetska-i-danochna-transparentnost-na-opshtinite-vo-severna-makedonija-za-2022-2023/
https://cea.org.mk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Open-Budget-Survey-2020-Questionairre.pdf
https://cea.org.mk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Open-Budget-Survey-2020-Questionairre.pdf
https://cea.org.mk/severna-makedonija-go-namali-svoeto-megunarodno-rangirane-vo-budhetska-transparentnost/
https://cea.org.mk/severna-makedonija-go-namali-svoeto-megunarodno-rangirane-vo-budhetska-transparentnost/
https://cea.org.mk/tsea-indeks-na-budhetska-i-danochna-transparentnost-na-opshtinite-vo-severna-makedonija-za-2022-2023/
https://cea.org.mk/proekt-sledene-na-fiskalnata-transparentnost-na-opshtinite-vo-makedonija-indeks/
https://cea.org.mk/proekt-sledene-na-fiskalnata-transparentnost-na-opshtinite-vo-makedonija-indeks/
https://cea.org.mk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/0.-USAID-SRMA-_Fiscal-Transparency-Analysis_CEA_V221082023.pdf
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Project: ASSESSING & STREAMLINING THE POTENTIALS OF THE OPEN BALKAN INITI-
ATIVE  
 

In late 2022, and throughout 2023, CEA started the implementaion of the Open Balkan Initiative 
assessment project, supported by the Open Society Foundations, with the aim of assessing and 
streamlining the potential of this regional nitiative .  
 

An independent pool of experts from the six WB countries intensly worked on diagnosing and 
investigating the bottlenecks for cooperation and coordination among the WB Open Balkan 
member and non-member countries, with the aim to add value to the already demonstrated political 
will for the Open Balkan initiative, for more structured, priority-focused, and systematic 
development.  
 

The intiataive resulted in a sequence of valuable analyses on the process alignement with the other 
ongoing processs, the economic effects of the initiative and detailed screening of the intitive 
development, macro and micro regional perspecives and potentials seen from within and among 
the members and thouse outside of the group.  
 

The detailed ananlyses can be accessed as bellow:  
- Rapid Analyses for assesment of the potentials of OBI 
1) OPEN BALKAN, BERLIN PROCESS AND EU’S ACQUIS:  
2) ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF THE OPEN BALKAN INITIATIVE:  
3) RAPID MACRO-FORECAST: POTENTIAL MACRO-EFFECTS OF COHESION POLICY – NORTH MACEDONIA  
 

- Full fledged reports:  

4) SCREENING OF THE OPEN  BALKAN INITIATIVE – ANALYSIS OF THE COUNTRIES 
5) ANALYSIS OF DISPARITIES BETWEEN COUNTRIES: STATISTICAL ANALYSIS  
6) ANALYSIS OF TERRITORIAL CHALLENGES, NEEDS AND POTENTIAL IN SIX COUNTRIES FROM THE WESTERN 
BALKANS: ECONOMIC REVIEW 
7) ANALYSIS OF DISPARITIES BETWEEN COUNTRIES: CLUSTER ANALYSIS 
8) STRATEGIC ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT STATE, HOW IT IS PLANNED WITH OBI AND THE ADMINISTRATIVE GAP 
IDENTIFICATION FOR THE AGREEMENT ON CONDITIONS FOR FREE ACCESS TO THE LABOUR MARKET IN THE WEST-
ERN BALKAN  
9) WESTERN BALKAN ECONOMIC FORECASTS: OPEN BALKAN AND BERLIN PROCESS  
10) REPORT ON RESEARCH TASK 1: UPDATE ON THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE OPEN BALKAN INITIATIVE – PARTIC-
IPATING COUNTRIES  
 

More details can be accessed here. 

https://cea.org.mk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/1.-MK-CEA-on-OB_Berlin-P-and-EU-Acquis_EPI_FINAL_FINAL.pdf
https://cea.org.mk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/2.-MK-CEA-on-OB_Economic-effects_VU_FINAL.pdf
https://cea.org.mk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/1.-Macromodel-Ooutline-MK-FINAL-FINAL_FINAL_FINAL-1.pdf
https://cea.org.mk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/1.-OBI-Project-Regional-Report_Task_MK_najFINAL_02082023.pdf
https://cea.org.mk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/0.-Vol-1-Report-Task-2_RegionalDeskMKtopublish14062023-1.pdf
https://cea.org.mk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/0.-VOL-2-Report-Task-2-Economic-view-of-disparitiesMK-za-objava14062023.pdf
https://cea.org.mk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/0.-VOL-2-Report-Task-2-Economic-view-of-disparitiesMK-za-objava14062023.pdf
https://cea.org.mk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/1.-Vol-3-Report-Task-2-Cluster-analysisMKtopublishmaps18062023-1.pdf
https://cea.org.mk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/1-Report-Task-3-administrative-gap-assessment-labor-market-access_FINAL_publish-1.pdf
https://cea.org.mk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/1-Report-Task-3-administrative-gap-assessment-labor-market-access_FINAL_publish-1.pdf
https://cea.org.mk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/1-Report-Task-3-administrative-gap-assessment-labor-market-access_FINAL_publish-1.pdf
https://cea.org.mk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/1-Report-Task-4-Macromodelling_ENG-1.pdf
https://cea.org.mk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Task-3.1-Update-Regional-FINAL19102023.pdf
https://cea.org.mk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Task-3.1-Update-Regional-FINAL19102023.pdf
https://cea.org.mk/project-assessing-streamlining-the-potentials-of-the-open-balkan-initiative/?lang=en
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Project: GreenFORCE Twinning Project 
 

CEA is partnering in implementing an EU Horizon 2020 supported project GreenFORCE with the goal 
of promoting excellence in scientific research and innovation related to the "green transition" in the 
Western Balkans region.  
 

The project is led by Co-PLAN (Albania), CEA (North Macedonia), and UB GEF (Serbia), and also in-
volves partnerships with POLITO (Italy) and Nordregio (Sweden). Through this 36 month project, the 
partner organizations aim to improve their research profile, strengthen the research and manage-
ment capabilities of their staff, and facilitate convergence between Western Balkans and EU research 
capacities.  
 

The ultimate aim is to promote institutional learning and ensure that research and research manage-
ment practices are institutionalized within the recipient organizations.  
 

Details on act of the activities and process in the  past eighteen months with the results and outputs 
can be accessed fully and in details via the  half-year project newsletters or the webpage:  

Newsletter vol.1  December 2022 
Newsletter vol.2  July 2023 
Newsletter vol.3  December 2023 

 
FB: Green Force Twinning Project. 
https://greenforcetwinning.net/ 

https://greenforcetwinning.net/
https://us11.campaign-archive.com/?u=66731e2150b6a6878776e02fd&id=df4ab88447
https://mailchi.mp/838687a9a402/greenforce-newsletter-no-6245862
https://mailchi.mp/160ee90b8cb0/greenforce-newsletter-no-6282905?e=8cce4b6572
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100086942634567
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Workshop on SRA process & Structure within GreenFORCE 
 

As the host of the workshop, CEA organized the event, leading to the 
creation of the Shared Research Agenda document, establishing the 
foundation for partner organizations to develop future research pro-
jects and build research networks. It will serve as a platform for future 
collaborative sharing of knowledge, expertise, and best practices re-
lated to key Green Transition policy themes.  

 Initiating Dialogue - EU Integration and 
Networking  

Two workshops on consolidating the scientific publication 
plan 
 

The project partners from CEA (North Macedonia), Co-PLAN (Albania), 
Nordregio (Sweden), Politecnico di Torino (Italy), and UB-GEF (Serbia) 
have finalized the Scientific Publication Plan of GreenFORCE. 

Annual Review for Territorial Governance in the Western 
Balkans  
 

The project partners from Co-PLAN (Albania), CEA (North Macedonia), 
Nordregio (Sweden), Politecnico di Torino (Italy), UB-GEF (Serbia) and 
U_Polis (Albania) met the Editorial Board of the “Annual Review for 
Territorial Governance in the Western Balkans”, to discuss possible 
improvements and consolidation strategies on the journal research 
profile and accessibility.  

International Scientific Conference GREEN AGENDA FOR 
WESTERN BALKANS  in Belgrade 
 

CEA team was chairing the session for the Depollution of air, water 
and soil at the International Scientific Conference: Green Agenda for 
Western Balkans, and presented: the scientific paper: Hydrological 
monitoring and water quality monitoring of lakes and reservoirs in 
North Macedonia. Full book of abstracts available here. 

Research Advisory Board (RAB) of the GreenFORCE EU 
Twinning project 
 

The discussion emphasized enhancing stakeholder involvement, point-
ing out the "just" dimension of green transition, and adopting a holis-
tic regional approach for more informed policymaking in individual 
counties and the wider WB region.  

https://gef.bg.ac.rs/wp-content/uploads/2023/07/Book-of-Abstracts-conference-GAWB-2023.pdf
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Knowledge exchange  
 
CEA was part of the dynamic and polycentric model of knowledge exchange  
within the  project partner organization of EU Horizon project.  These visits 
included: 
Albania: 
 Discussions and brainstorming on Macro-regional Networks; 
 Reviewing various topics and focuses of policy briefs; 
 A workshop with young researchers on bridging the research and policy 

gap; 
 Participating and providing input on the National Forum on Climate 

Change in Albania.. 
CEA expert conducted a lecture on Environmental Economics that covered 
some basics in this field. Environmental Economics is the part of economics 
that deals with the inter-relationship between the environment and eco-
nomic development. 

Workshop: Pathways towards Resilience: Harvesting talents to ad-
dress demographic transformations that are shaping societies and 
economies in WB. 
 
CEA hosted the 6th Annual Workshop of the Western Balkans Network on 
Territorial Governance TG-WeB. 
The workshop focused on the demographic processes and their impact on 
planning and governance processes, aiming at identifying challenges and 
providing options and recommendations for reversing the situation through 
stimulating innovative processes and proper government policies.  

RSA Annual Conference 2023 
 

CEA was participating on the RSA annual conference where the four-day con-
ference was bringing together academics and policymakers to exchange 
news, views and research findings from the fields of regional studies and sci-
ence, regional and economic development, policy and planning.  

Nordregio Forum in Iceland 
 

CEA representatives  joined the annual meeting place for professionals and 
policymakers working with regional, rural and urban development in the 
Nordic countries and benefited of informal arenas for knowledge exchange 
on policy-relevant topics around regional development and spatial planning . 
The main purpose was to learn about the Nordic model of regional coopera-
tion. The visit was organised by Nordregio who included Western Balkan 
partners in their annual conference, meetings and study visits for profession-
als and policymakers working with regional, rural, and urban development in 
Nordic countries.  

https://www.regionalstudies.org/events/2023rsaannualconf/
https://www.regionalstudies.org/events/2023rsaannualconf/
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Summer School in Turin 
 

From September 18 – 22 in Turin, Italy the impactful in-person portion 
of the “Cities in Just Green Transitions. Towards a 2030 climate-neutral 
strategy for Turin” summer school unfolded. 
 

CEA had a lecture for the students on the topic of Cost Benefit Analysis 
(CBA) as an instrument to assess, among others, the impact of green 
transition actions, through a specific case study example. Students 
were also introduced to an applied exercise with the aim to combine 
theory with an example of a practical perspective of what an input-
output analysis is and how it may be used.   

 Initiating Dialogue - EU Integration and 
Networking  

Seminar on Local Government Studies in Central and East-
ern Europe 
 
Invited by Zagreb Institute of Economics we at CEA with prof. Nikolov 
together with prof. Alibegovich from Institute of Economics in Zagreb, 
prof. Monastiriotis from London school of economics prepared and 
presented a paper on Mayor's political party affiliation and local fiscal 
outcomes in SEE. 

Forum: China and the Western Balkans: Perspectives and 
Prospects in the New Era  

 
CEA discussed the potential of the Western Balkans for possible Chi-
nese investment through a regional approach on the event organized 
by the Global Changes Center. 
 
The first forum on the topic: "China and the Western Balkans: Perspec-
tives and Prospects in the New Era" is being organized by the Global 
Changes Center and the Albanian Institute for Globalization Studies, 
where the Ambassador of China, Mr. Zhang Zuo, was also present. 

Intergovernmental Coordination from Local to European 
Governance, Meeting 
 
The meeting of Working Group 4 took place on 12 October 2023, host-
ed by the Faculty of Organisational Sciences at the University of Bel-
grade, hosted by Prof. Sladjana Benkovic, WG4 vice-leader. Prof. Mar-
jan Nikolov is MC member of this COST action and is active member of 
the WG4 . 
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    Future activities 

In the forthcoming 2024 CEA will continue towards achieving 
of its goals for improving the environment and contributing to 
more efficient economic development following its  mission 
Specific actions to be undertaken: 
 

 Public promotion of CEA and its mission to the market; 

 Construction, maintenance, and further development of econom-
ic models; 

 Conducting unbiased and consistent analyses relying primarily on 
quantitative information; 

 Regular monitoring of the economic situation of the country; 

 Make recommendations on key policy issues facing the Macedo-
nian economy; 

 Building links with think tanks and institutes in other Balkan 
countries, transition countries of central and eastern Europe, and 
western countries; 

 Close cooperation with international donors and financial institu-
tions; 

 Enhancing public relations via publishing reports, analyses and 
other working papers. 

CEA’s Internship Program— 

a rewarding & valuable experience 

Three dimensions available:  
 

 knowledge building,  

 policy research and writing and  

 communication and team work experience.  
It offers knowledge of economics, computer 
science, political science etc., but it also provides 
a significant amount of new skills and abilities.  

CEA TEAM Center for Economic Analyses 

Tel/fax:+389 2 24 44 766 
Cell: +389 71 310 974 

Address: Jane Sandanski 63/3,  
1000 Skopje, North Macedonia 

Web sites: 
www.cea.org.mk 

FB: https://www.facebook.com/ceaorgmk 

 
www.tg-web.eu 
www.igcoord.eu 

www.greenforcetwinning.net 
 

CEA & Chamber of Commerce: Findings from the mapping of cooperation and coordi-
nation between the countries of the Open Balkans 
 

Within the framework of the project Assessment and direction of the potentials of the Open Balkan Initiative-
OBI, CEA together with the Chamber of Commerce of RNM organized a working meeting. 
At the meeting, the results of the mapping of cooperation and coordination between the countries of the Open 
Balkans, as well as the analysis of the territorial challenges, needs and potentials of the countries of the West-
ern Balkans, were presented. Also, a topic of research in the following period is the possible administrative gap 
that potentially reduces the efficiency of achieving the goals of the Open Balkans Initiative for the business 
community during the implementation of the agreements that resulted from the Open Balkans Initiative, which 
was discussed at the workshop a meeting. 

https://cea.org.mk/category/kariera/

